New Releases

12 Days (UK) (Documentary) An intimate look into the legal processes involved in the first trials held under the new human rights laws in South Africa. The film includes rare footage from the trials and interviews with the judges and lawyers. **Rated: N**

Angel Fear (UK) Based on a true story of a young man's journey to unfold the dark secrets hidden within him. **Rated: N**

Café Football (UK) A documentary following the lives of several football fans who gather at a local café to discuss their love for the game. **Rated: N**

Three Shorts (UK) A collection of short films exploring different aspects of life in contemporary Britain. **Rated: N**

December's Dream (UK) A family drama set in the run-up to Christmas, exploring the complexities of relationships and the true meaning of the holiday season. **Rated: N**

First Man (UK) A biographical drama about the life of the first man to walk on the moon, exploring his personal journey and the challenges he faced. **Rated: N**

Hotel Bluebird (US) A comedy about a struggling hotel owner who is forced to reinvent his business in order to stay afloat. **Rated: N**

Hunter with the Dark Touch (UK) A supernatural thriller about a man who can see into people's souls. **Rated: N**

Angels With Dirty Faces (UK) A biographical drama about the lives of two brothers who were both involved in the crime world. **Rated: N**

Leprechaun's Wild (UK) A series of short films exploring the life of a leprechaun in modern-day Ireland. **Rated: N**

The Misadventures of Carmen Paul (UK) A comedy about a woman who discovers she has a talent for writing romance novels. **Rated: N**

Red Wedding (UK) A crime drama about a man who sets out to avenge the death of his wife. **Rated: N**

Shadow (General) A mystery thriller about a man who is haunted by his past. **Rated: N**

Silverstone (US) A biographical drama about the life of a Formula One racing driver. **Rated: N**

When the Lost Come Home (UK) A drama about a man who returns home after being lost for years. **Rated: N**

Art House
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The Shawshank Redemption

A preview screening of the film, followed by a Q&A with the director, Tim Robbins. **Rated: N**

Jung's Last Day

A biographical drama about the life of the famous psychiatrist, Carl Jung. **Rated: N**

In the Name of the Father

A biographical drama about the true story of Gerry Conlon, the IRA bomber, and his brother who were wrongly convicted of a bomb plot. **Rated: N**

Dead Man Walking (UK) A biographical drama about the life of a nun who dedicated her life to helping the poor and oppressed. **Rated: N**

Thelma

A biographical drama about the life of a young woman who becomes involved in a religious cult. **Rated: N**

The Artist

A biographical drama about the life of silent movie star Charlie Chaplin. **Rated: N**

Broken

A biographical drama about the life of a troubled boxer. **Rated: N**

Great Expectations

A biographical drama about the life of Charles Dickens. **Rated: N**

The Kitchen

A biographical drama about the life of a woman who works in a kitchen and dreams of becoming a chef. **Rated: N**

Brokeback Mountain

A biographical drama about the life of a cowboy who falls in love with another man. **Rated: N**

The Hours

A biographical drama about the life of Virginia Woolf and her relationship with Leonard Woolf. **Rated: N**

S(...)

A biographical drama about the life of a famous author. **Rated: N**

The Queen

A biographical drama about the life of Queen Elizabeth II. **Rated: N**

The King's Speech

A biographical drama about the life of King George VI and his journey to become a great monarch. **Rated: N**

Battleship Potemkin

A biographical drama about the life of a young sailor who becomes involved in a革命. **Rated: N**

Juno

A biographical drama about the life of a pregnant teenage girl. **Rated: N**

The Incredible Hulk

A biographical drama about the life of a scientist who becomes a superhero. **Rated: N**

Get Out

A biographical drama about the life of a young African American man who moves into a new neighborhood and discovers a sinister plot against black people. **Rated: N**